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Some exact solutions for Toda type lattice
differential equations using the improved
(G0/G)-expansionmethod
I˙smail Aslan*†
Nonlinear lattice differential equations (also known as differential-difference equations) appear in many applications.
They can be thought of as hybrid systems for the inclusion of both discrete and continuous variables. On the basis of an
improved version of the basic (G0/G)-expansionmethod,we focus our attention towards someToda type lattice differential
systems for constructing further exact traveling wave solutions. Our method provides not only solitary and periodic wave
profiles but also rational solutions withmore arbitrary parameters. Copyright © 2012 JohnWiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. Introduction
Nonlinear lattice differential equations (NLDEs) are used in physical/mathematical models of a huge range of real-world phenomena.
They occur, for instance, in biophysics, condensed matter physics, mechanical engineering, and in such fields as currents in electrical
networks, molecular crystals, atomic chains, etc. Hence, their crucial role has motivated physicists, mathematicians, and other scien-
tists to develop many integrable NLDEs, for example, see [1]. Contrary to difference equations, which are being fully discretized, NLDEs
are semi-discretized with some (or all) of their space variables discretized while time is usually kept continuous. One of the goals in
nonlinear science is to develop more general techniques that can be applied to a far wider variety of nonlinear equations. Recently,
a start has been made on showing how methods of solution for nonlinear partial differential equations (NPDEs) can be adapted for
application to NLDEs. In this direction, many well-known analytic methods initially developed for solving NPDEs have been success-
fully extended to a considerable number of NLDEs [2–5] even though there are some difficulties that usually arise when searching for
iterative relations from indices n to n ˙ i. However, no method can provide all solutions to all types of NLDEs.
On the other hand, because of high-speed computing facilities, problems which in the past would have been intractable are now
easily approximated by a number of basic computational techniques. In the literature, somemodern analytic methods are available for
dealing with NPDEs. Recently, Wang et al. [6] introduced the basic (G0/G)-expansion method to find traveling wave solutions of NPDEs
in mathematical physics. The method was very well received and a number of studies refining the initial idea appeared in the research
literature [7–14]. The basis of the basic (G0/G)-expansion method lies in the fact that it takes full advantage of linear theory. Contrary to
the numerical computation of exact solutions of NLDEs, our algorithm computes closed-form analytical solutions that are polynomial
in (G0/G). The solution procedure of the basic (G0/G)-expansionmethod is easy, reliable, and efficient with the aid of a computer algebra
system. If implemented in a rigorous manner, three types of solutions with arbitrary parameters can be constructed for NPDEs; hyper-
bolic, trigonometric, and rational. Naturally, the method has been extended, generalized and adapted by others [15–17] for various
kinds of nonlinear problems. It is also remarkable that the generalization presented in [18] can be considered as a new step in studying
NPDEs, see [19–24] for further applications. The present paper is a worthwhile contribution to this effort as well. We think that the
application of newmethods to the NLDEs with distinct structures is still an interesting and important problem of applied sciences.
Our objective in this study is twofold: first, to stress the power of the basic (G0/G)-expansion method in handling NLDEs so that
one can apply it for solving various types of nonlinear problems. Second, to extend it to two important Toda type lattice differential
equations for the first time. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we outline the improved (G0/G)-expansionmethod
for the computation of closed-form solutions to NLDEs. In Section 3, we analyze our problems using the key steps of themethod. Finally,
some concluding remarks are given in Section 4.
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2. The improved (G0/G)-expansionmethod for NLDEs
Let us consider a system ofM polynomial NLDEs in the form


unCp1.x/, : : : ,unCpk .x/, : : : ,u0nCp1.x/, : : : ,u0nCpk .x/, : : : ,u
.r/
nCp1.x/, : : : ,u
.r/
nCpk .x/

D 0, (1)
in which the dependent variable un have M components ui,n and so do its shifts, the continuous variable x has N components xi , the
discrete variable n has Q components nj , ps .s D 1, : : : , k/ denotes shift vectors Q with components, and u.r/.x/ denotes the collection
of mixed derivative terms of order r. To find traveling wave solutions of Equation (1), we first make the wave transformation
unCps.x/ D UnCps.n/, n D
QX
iD1
dini C
NX
jD1
cjxj C , .s D 1, 2, : : : , k/, (2)
where the coefficients c1, c2, : : : , cN , d1, d2, : : : , dQ and the phase  are all constants. Then, Equation (1) becomes


UnCp1.n/, : : : ,UnCpk .n/, : : : ,U0nCp1.n/, : : : ,U0nCpk .n/, : : : ,U
.r/
nCp1.n/, : : : ,U
.r/
nCpk .n/

D 0. (3)
We suppose that the solution of Equation (3) is in the finite series expansion form
Un.n/ D
mX
lDm
al

G0.n/
G.n/
l
, a2m C a2m ¤ 0, (4)
where m is a positive integer to be specified, al ’s are constants to be determined, G.n/ satisfies the linear equation
G00.n/ C G.n/ D 0, (5)
in which  is an arbitrary constant to be determined, and the primes denote derivatives with respect to n. From the linear theory, the
general solution of Equation (5) is well known to us. Thus, we have the following cases:
G0 .n/
G .n/
D p
 
C1 cosh
pnC C2 sinh pn
C1 sinh
pnC C2 cosh pn
!
, < 0, (6a)
G0 .n/
G .n/
D p
 
C1 sin
p
n
C C2 cos pn
C1 cos
p
n
C C2 sin pn
!
, > 0, (6b)
G0 .n/
G .n/
D C1
C1n C C2 , D 0, (6c)
where C1 and C2 are arbitrary constants. By a simple calculation, we can get the identity
nCps D n C 's,'s D ps1d1 C ps2d2 C    C psQdQ, (7)
where psj is the jth component of the shift vector ps. Thus, considering the trigonometric/hyperbolic function identities and using the
expressions (6a)–(6c) along with (7), we derive the shift functions as
UnCps.n/ D
mX
lDm
al
 pG0.n/   tanh p'sG.n/pG.n/ C tanh p'sG0.n/
!l
, a2m C a2m ¤ 0, < 0, (8a)
UnCps.n/ D
mX
lDm
al
 p
G0.n/   tan
p
's

G.n/p
G.n/ C tan
p
's

G0.n/
!l
, a2m C a2m ¤ 0, > 0, (8b)
UnCps.n/ D
mX
lDm
al

G0.n/
G.n/ C 'sG0.n/
l
, a2m C a2m ¤ 0, D 0. (8c)
According to the ansatz (4), we define the degree ofUn.n/ as D ŒUn .n/ D m, which gives rise to the degree of other expressions as
D
h
U.r/n .n/
i
D m C r, D

U.r/n .n/
ˇ	D ˇ .m C r/ , D .Un.n//˛ U.r/n .n/ˇ
	
D ˛m C ˇ .m C r/ .
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Balancing the highest order nonlinear term(s) and the highest-order derivative term in Un.n/ as in the continuous case, we can
easily determine the degree m of Equations (4) and (8a)–(8c) from Equation (3). Because UnCpscan be interpreted as being of degree
zero in

G0.n/=G.n/

, the leading terms ofUnCps.ps ¤ 0/will not affect the balancing procedure. Substituting the ansatz (4) and (8a)–
(8c) alongwith (5) into Equation (3), equating the coefficients of

G0.n/=G.n/
l
.l D 0, 1, 2, : : :/ to zero, we obtain a system of nonlinear
algebraic equations from which the undetermined constants al , di , cj , and  can be explicitly verified. Substituting these results into
(4), we can derive various kinds of exact discrete solutions to Equation (1).
3. Applications
Among the various important aspects of lattice differential equations is the phenomenon of traveling wave solutions. In this section,
we study two special types of Toda type lattice differential equations that have found a considerable amount of interest and attracted
many researchers.
3.1. The Toda lattice differential equation
A famous model for discrete solutions is the integrable Toda lattice differential equation, which reads
d2un
dt2
D

1 C dun
dt

.un1.t/  2un.t/ C unC1.t// , (9)
where un.t/ D u.n, t/ is the displacement of the nth particle from the equilibrium position. In this case, u D u, n D n1 D n, x D x1 D t,
and p1 D p1 D 1, p2 D p2 D 0, p3 D p3 D 1, d1 D d, c1 D c. Now, for solving Equation (9), we first introduce the traveling wave
transformation
un D Un.n/, n D dn C ct C , (10)
where d, c are constants to be determined later, and  is an arbitrary phase constant. Then, Equation (9) can be converted into
c2
d2Un.n/
d2n
D

1 C cdUn.n/
dn

.Un1.n/  2Un.n/ C UnC1.n// . (11)
We expand the solution of Equation (11) in the frame (4). Balancing the linear term of the highest order with the highest nonlinear term
in (11) leads to m D 1. Thus, we consider the ansatz
Un.n/ D a0 C a1

G0.n/
G.n/

C a1

G0.n/
G.n/
1
, a21 C a21 ¤ 0, (12)
along with (5) for the discrete traveling wave solutions of Equation (9).
Case 1
When  < 0, from (8a), we have
Un˙1.n/ D
1X
lD1
al
 pG0.n/   tanh pdG.n/pG.n/ ˙ tanh pdG0.n/
!l
, a21 C a21 ¤ 0. (13)
Substituting (12) and (13) along with (5) into (11), clearing the denominator and setting the coefficients of like powers of
G0.n/=G.n/
l
.0  l  10/ to zero, we derive a system of nonlinear algebraic equations for a0, a1, a1, d, c, and . Solving the
resultant system (we omit to display them for simplicity) simultaneously, we get the following solution sets and the corresponding
discrete hyperbolic function solutions of Equation (9):
Case 1.1
a0 D a0, a1 D 0, a1 D  1p sinh
pd , c D  1p sinh
pd , d D d,  D , (14)
un˙,1.t/ D a0  sinh
pd
 
C1cosh
pnC C2sinh pn
C1sinh
pnC C2cosh pn
!
, (15)
where n D dn  sinh
pd .1=p/t C  and  .< 0/, a0, d, , C1, C2 are arbitrary constants. Here and henceforth, the signs .˙/
or ./ are ordered vertically.47
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Case 1.2
a0 D a0, a1 D ˙psinh
pd , a1 D 0, c D ˙ 1p sinh
pd , d D d,  D , (16)
un˙,2.t/ D a0 ˙ sinh
pd
 
C1cosh
pnC C2sinh pn
C1sinh
pnC C2cosh pn
!1
, (17)
where n D dn ˙ sinh
pd .1=p/t C  and  .< 0/, a0, d, , C1, C2 are arbitrary constants.
The expressions (15) and (17) represent abundant traveling wave solutions to Equation (9). Assigning special values to the parame-
ters involved, we can construct formal solitary waves. For instance, if we let ‘C1 D 0 and C2 ¤ 0’ or ‘C1 ¤ 0 and C2 D 0’ in (15) then we
get, respectively
un˙,3.t/ D a0  sinh
pd tanh p dn  sinh pd .1=p/t C  , (18)
un˙,4.t/ D a0  sinh
pd coth p dn  sinh pd .1=p/t C  , (19)
where  .< 0/, a0, d, and  are arbitrary constants.
Remark 1
As a special example, when d D d1=p,  D ı=p, and a0 D a10, our solution (18) turns out to be the solitary wave solution of
Baldwin et al. [25] as expressed in their Table III. However, our solution (19) does not appear in there.
Case 2
When  > 0, from (8b), we have
Un˙1.n/ D
1X
lD1
al
 p
G0.n/   tan
p
d

G.n/p
G.n/ ˙ tan
p
d

G0.n/
!l
, a21 C a21 ¤ 0. (20)
Substituting (12) and (20) along with (5) into (11), clearing the denominator and setting the coefficients of like powers of
G0.n/=G.n/
l
.0  l  10/ to zero, we derive a system of nonlinear algebraic equations for a0, a1, a1, d, c, and . Solving the
resultant system simultaneously, we get the following solution sets and the corresponding discrete trigonometric function solutions of
Equation (9):
Case 2.1
a0 D a0, a1 D 0, a1 D  1p

sin
p
d

, c D  1p

sin
p
d

, d D d, D , (21)
un˙,5.t/ D a0  sin
p
d
  C2cos pn C1sin pn
C1cos
p
n
C C2 sin pn
!
, (22)
where n D dn  sin
p
d

.1=
p
/t C  and  .> 0/, a0, d, , C1, C2 are arbitrary constants.
Case 2.2
a0 D a0, a1 D psin
p
d

, a1 D 0, c D ˙ 1p

sin
p
d

, d D d,  D , (23)
un˙,6 .t/ D a0  sin
p
d
  C2cos pn C1sin pn
C1cos
p
n
C C2 sin pn
!1
, (24)
where n D dn ˙ sin
p
d

.1=
p
/t C  and  .> 0/, a0, d, , C1, C2 are arbitrary constants.
From the expressions (22) and (24) we can construct formal periodic waves. For example, if we let ‘C1 D 0 and C2 ¤ 0’ or ‘C1 ¤ 0 and
C2 D 0’ in (22) then we get, respectively
un˙,7.t/ D a0  sin
p
d

cot
p


dn  sin pd .1=p/t C  , (25)
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un˙,8.t/ D a0 ˙ sin
p
d

tan
p


dn  sin pd .1=p/t C  , (26)
where  .> 0/, a0, d, and  are arbitrary constants.
Case 3
When  D 0, from (8c), we have
Un˙1.n/ D
1X
lD1
al

G0.n/
G.n/ ˙ dG0.n/
l
, a21 C a21 ¤ 0. (27)
Substituting (12) and (27) along with (5) into (11), clearing the denominator and setting the coefficients of like powers of
G0.n/=G.n/
l
.0  l  10/ to zero, we derive a system of nonlinear algebraic equations for a0, a1, a1, d, and c. Solving the
resultant system simultaneously, we get the following solution set and the corresponding discrete rational function solution of
Equation (9):
a0 D a0, a1 D 0, a1 D d, c D d, d D d, (28)
un,9.t/ D a0 
dC1
C1 .dn  dt C / C C2 , (29)
where a0, d, , C1, and C2 are arbitrary constants.
Remark 2
We point out that the trigonometric solutions (25) and (26), and the rational solution (29) are not presented in [25].
3.2. The Toda lattice differential system
Let us consider the Toda lattice differential system (
dun
dt D un .vn  vn1/ ,
dvn
dt D vn .unC1  un/ .
(30)
To look for traveling wave solutions of Equation (30), we first let
un D Un.n/, vn D Vn.n/, n D dn C ct C , (31)
where c, d, and  are constants to be determined later,  is an arbitrary phase constant. Then, the system (30) reduces to(
cU0n  Un .Vn  Vn1/ D 0,
cV 0n  Vn .UnC1  Un/ D 0,
(32)
where Un D Un.n/, Vn D Vn.n/, and the primes denote derivatives with respect to n. Balancing the linear term of the highest order
with the highest nonlinear term in (32) according to the ansatz (4) leads to m D 1. Thus, we assume that the solutions of the system
(32) can be expressed in the form 8ˆ<
:ˆ
Un D a0 C a1

G0.n/
G.n/

C a1

G0.n/
G.n/
1
, a21 C a21 ¤ 0,
Vn D b0 C b1

G0.n/
G.n/

C b1

G0.n/
G.n/
1
, b21 C b21 ¤ 0,
(33)
where G.n/ satisfies Equation (5), and a0, a1, a1, b0, b1, b1 are constants to be determined. The procedure is similar to the scheme
used in Section 3.1; hence, we will omit most of the details here.
Case 1
For  < 0, we get hyperbolic function solutions to the system (30) as(
un,1.t/ D c
p wn.t/  coth dp ,
vn,1.t/ D c
p wn.t/ C coth dp , (34)
8<
:
un,2.t/ D c
p

1
wn.t/
 coth dp ,
vn,2.t/ D c
p

1
wn.t/
C coth dp , (35)4
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8<
:
un,3.t/ D c
p

1
wn.t/
C wn.t/  2 coth

2d
p ,
vn,3.t/ D c
p

1
wn.t/
C wn.t/ C 2 coth

2d
p , (36)
where
wn.t/ D
C1cosh
p .dn C ct C /C C2sinh p .dn C ct C /
C1sinh
p .dn C ct C /C C2cosh p .dn C ct C / , (37)
in which.< 0/, d, c, , C1, C2 are arbitrary constants.
Of course, we can construct formal solitary waves from (34)–(36) as well. For instance, if we let ‘C1 D 0 and C2 ¤ 0’ or ‘C1 ¤ 0 and
C2 D 0’ in (34) then we get, respectively(
un,4.t/ D c
p  coth dpC tanh p .dn C ct C / ,
vn,4.t/ D c
p coth dpC tanh p .dn C ct C / , (38)
(
un,5.t/ D c
p  coth dpC coth p .dn C ct C / ,
vn,5.t/ D c
p coth dpC coth p .dn C ct C / , (39)
where .< 0/, d, c,  are arbitrary constants.
Remark 3
It is clear that (38) is included in Table III in [25] while (39) does not appear in there.
Case 2
For  > 0, we get trigonometric function solutions to the system (30) as(
un,6.t/ D c
p


wn.t/  cot

d
p


,
vn,6.t/ D c
p


wn.t/ C cot

d
p


,
(40)
8<
:
un,7.t/ D c
p


1
wn.t/
C cot dp ,
vn,7.t/ D c
p


1
wn.t/
 cot dp , (41)
8<
:
un,8.t/ D c
p


 1wn.t/ C wn.t/  2 cot

2d
p


,
vn,8.t/ D c
p


 1wn.t/ C wn.t/ C 2 cot

2d
p


,
(42)
where
wn.t/ D
C2cos
p
 .dn C ct C / C1sin p .dn C ct C /
C1cos
p
 .dn C ct C /C C2 sin p .dn C ct C / , (43)
in which .> 0/, d, c, , C1, C2 are arbitrary constants.
As was accomplished before, we can construct formal periodic waves from (40)–(42) also. For instance, letting ‘C1 D 0 and C2 ¤ 0’ or
‘C1 ¤ 0 and C2 D 0’ in (40) respectively leads to(
un,9.t/ D c
p

 cot dpC cot p .dn C ct C / ,
vn,9.t/ D c
p


cot

d
p

C cot p .dn C ct C / , (44)
(
un,10.t/ D c
p

 cot dp tan p .dn C ct C / ,
vn,10.t/ D c
p


cot

d
p

 tan p .dn C ct C / , (45)
where  .> 0/, d, c,  are arbitrary constants.
Case 3
For  D 0, we get a rational function solution to the system (30) as(
un,11.t/ D  cd C cC1C1.dnCctC/CC2 ,
vn,11.t/ D  cd  cC1C1.dnCctC/CC2 ,
(46)
where c, d, , C1, and C2 are arbitrary constants.
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Math. Meth. Appl. Sci. 2012, 35 474–481
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Remark 4
The triangular solutions (44) and (45) and the rational solution (46) are not derived in [25].
Remark 5
Compared with the standard procedure of the basic (G0/G)-expansion method, our approach presents some improvements. The basic
(G0/G)-expansionmethod assumes an auxilary equation of the formG00CG0CG D 0where and are arbitrary constants. Aslan [26]
proved that one can take  D 0 without loss of generality. Taking (5) into account minimizes the number of involved parameters at the
outset, which is clearly more advantageous. Our approach further simplifies the generalization of [18] in the sense that the sum goes
from l D m to l D m instead of from l D 0 to l D m in (4). Unlike the procedure of [18], we consider the case (8c) for obtaining rational
solutions. The basic (G’/G)-expansion method has also attracted some comments [27, 28], which depend on the problems studied.
4. Conclusion
We utilized a successful application of an improved version of the basic (G0/G)-expansion method to two Toda type lattice differential
equations. The method provides not only hyperbolic function solutions but also trigonometric and rational function solutions with
more free parameters, which might imply some important physical meanings of the equations studied. Of course, the involved arbi-
trary parameters can be related to the initial/boundary conditions of the problem or can be set to other values resulting in different
wave shapes. The rational solutions are obtained here for the first time and they could not be explicitly computed by other methods.
We predict that our results can be useful for experts working on this field. Additional applications of the improved (G0/G)-expansion
method to other NLDEs deserve further investigation.
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